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						Built-in dishwasher, fully integrated
					

					5VF 6X00EBE

					5VF6X00EBE

					
					
					
							
										
											
												D energy efficiency class
											

											
												
											

										

									
	
										
											
												81,5cm height
											

											
												
											

										

									
	
										
											
												Aquastop
											

											
												A lifelong guarantee against water damage. The Aquastop safety system prevents all kinds of water damage – whether on the supply hose or due to a leak in the machine.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Extra quiet
											

											
												Durable, efficient and especially quiet motor thanks to a brushless drive (BLDC).

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Hygiene Plus
											

											
												An especially high short-term temperature level of 70 °C for the antibacterial cleaning of dishes with especially high hygienic requirements (e.g. baby bottles) and households with allergy sufferers.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Extra Dry
											

											
												During the rinse cycle, the temperature is increased and the subsequent drying phase is extended. For perfectly dried glasses and plastic parts without water stains.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Info Light
											

											
												The blue dot on the floor lights up as a visual programme indicator of when the dishwasher is in operation.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Digital display
											

											
												






A digital display gives you a good overview of the selected programme and the cycle time.















											

										

									
	
										
											
												Vario Speed
											

											
												The Vario Speed Function reduces the dishwashing time by up to 50 %* with the same optimal cleaning and drying of the dishes.

* Does not apply to pre-rinsing and the quick programme.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Vario hinges
											

											
												Vario hinges eliminate gaps between the various elements of a kitchen. The integrated furniture front moves when it is opened. This prevents the gaps between the fronts of these elements from becoming too large.

											

										

									
	
										
											
												Dosing assistant
											

											
												Thanks to the dosing assistant, the detergent tab falls directly into a small collection tray. A targeted jet of water dissolves the tab in a quick, controlled way. The detergent is distributed uniformly throughout the machine.
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						Output, consumption

	Energy efficiency class: D1)
	Noise efficiency class: B
	Capacity: 13 standard place settings
	Energy2) / water3): 84 kWh / 9.5 l
	Noise: 44 dB (A) re 1 pW
	Connection loads: 220 – 240 V / 2.4 kW


	On an energy efficiency class scale from A to G
	Energy consumption in kWh /100 operating cycles (in Eco programme)
	Water consumption in litres / operating cycle (in Eco programme)




						
					

					
						
							Features

	6 programmes: Intensive 70 °C, Auto 45 °C – 65 °C, Eco 50 °C, Glass 40 °C, 1 h 65 °C, Pre-rinse
	Machine cleaning programme
	5 cleaning temperatures
	Hygiene Plus
	Vario Speed Plus
	Regeneration electronics / Immersion heater with integrated pump system (BLDC)
	Dosing assistant
	Aqua sensor / load sensor
	Automatic cleaning / glass protection technology
	Alternating rinse technology
	Heat exchanger
	Eco drying
	Acoustic program finish signal
	Aquastop with warranty
	Info Light
	Vario hinges


						

					
					
						
							Design, comfort

	Fully integrable behind kitchen cabinet door
	Control panel on top of inside door
	Electrical time pre-selection: 1 – 24 hours / remaining time display
	Electrical refill display for salt / rinse agent
	Digital display
	Programme status display (LED)
	Self-cleaning screen with triple shaft filter system
	Cup racks in upper basket (2 ×)
	XXL dish baskets
	Variable cutlery basket in lower basket
	Rack stopper to prevent the lower basket from rolling over
	Height-adjustable upper basket with Rackmatic (3-level)
	Folding spine rows in lower basket (2 ×)
	Stainless steel interior


						

					
					
						
							Dimensions H × W × D

	Appliance dimensions: 81.5 × 59.8 × 55.0 cm
	Recess dimensions: 81.5 – 87.5.5 × 60.0 × 55.0 cm
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							4251003105452
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									Installation instructions

										[image: ] Instructions-for-installation-and-use-5VF6X00EBE-de.pdf 7 MB
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	[image: ] Instructions-for-installation-and-use-5VF6X00EBE-es.pdf 7 MB
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									Instruction manual
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									Technical data sheet
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A digital display gives you a good overview of the selected programme and the cycle time.
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